
RULES & REGULATION 

 

1ST INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT BC WASE WOLVEN 

 

1. This international bowling tournament is a competition organized for trios, where only players 
(M/F) with an international amateur license, and in line with their national federation, and also 
as honorary member (*) by WASE WOLVEN BC, may participate.  

2. The tournament is organized from 17 till 23 April 2023. 
3. Tournament director: Frederic Vandewaeter 
4. Belgian players 

Belgian players are all persons who are domiciled in Belgium and hold an L licence issued by the 
Belgian Bowling Federation The L licence issued by the Belgian Bowling Federation for the 
season in which the tournament takes place will be taken into account, even if the player takes 
part in competitions in other countries. There is no minimum number of games required. 

5. Foreign players  
All players residing outside Belgium are considered as foreign players even if they have a license 
issued by the Belgian Bowling Federation.  
If they hold several licenses, only the license with the highest average will be taken into account. 
In all other cases, only the license of the country in which they play will be taken into account. 
The number of games played will not be taken into account. 
For foreign players whose average varies in the course of the bowling season, the last known 
average before the start of the tournament will be taken into account. 

6. For players without official average, 3 games will be drawn after the shift on which the average 
will be calculated. 

7. The playing rules of the F.I.Q.- WTBA and the BBSF apply. Only amateurs are allowed.  
8. Participation fee: 50,-€ per participant. Split as 5€ for the participation and 45€ for the honorary 

membership of WASE WOLVEN BC. Only 1 re-entry is allowed for a participation fee of 45€. The 
re-entry needs to be paid together with the first entry and is not reimbursed in any case. 

9. Reservations and information 
 
Website: http://www.bowl4u.com  
 
Email: wasewolven@gmail.com   
 
Phone: 0477-777989 
 

10. One trio per lane.  
11. The lanes will be assigned in accordance with the entering of the inscriptions.  
12. The tournament is played per trio scratch and handicap, followed by a final singles scratch and 

handicap. The eliminations over 6 games are played with changing lane after each frame, and 
after 3 games by moving 2 pare of lanes to the right. All rankings (scratch & handicap) are made 



in accordance with the scratch scores, and, according to the scratch scores plus handicap. Only 8 
highest series singles scratch, 8 highest series handicap are eligible for playing the finals. 
Players or trios with an average higher than or equal to 200 will only be admitted in the scratch 
ranking. 

13. The maximum handicap is 45 and is calculated as the difference between 200 and the average, 
multiplied by 70%.  

14. The obtained results in the eliminations will also include the final ranking before playing the 
finals.  

15. The final is played over 3 games starting from 0 (zero). The results of those 3 games is the final 
end-ranking scratch and handicap. Please note that the first 8 after the eliminations may only 
claim a prize, when they have taken part in the finals. In case of absence, they will be replaced 
by a booster-player and not by the next in the ranking, and the prize money will also not be 
handed. 

16. During each shift a shift prize will be awarded for the highest trio series on 6 games scratch and 
for the highest trio series on 6 games with handicap (interval calculated on the trio-scores). If 
the same trio wins both prices (scratch & handicap) of the shift, they will only be awarded the 
scratch prize. 

17. For each ex-aequo qualifies first the smallest interval between highest and lowest score and 
then the highest score (for both cases: in the shifts over 6 games, in the finals over 3 games).  

18. It is impossible to win at the same time a prize in scratch and handicap. The participant who 
would qualify for both finals (scratch & handicap), will play in which he/she is highest ranked, 
with priority for scratch. 

19. Only for the shifts: Any player arriving too late will start his game with the frame that was begun 
at his appearance on the lane or lanes to which he is assigned. Regaining is not allowed. 

20. By not showing up or withdrawal, the payment of all participation costs remain property of or 
due to WASE WOLVEN BC. 

21. Participants are requested to be present at least 20 minutes before the start of their shift.  
22. All prices not claimed before 1st of July 2023, are staying property of the WASE WOLVEN BC.  
23. Each remark about the accuracy of the results and/or the handicap must be made within fifteen 

minutes after publication. Complaints afterwards are not accepted.  
24. The organizers reserve the right to schedule the local teams on a weekday. 
25. All games played during the shifts and the finals are used in the calculation of the national 

average and are transmitted to the Belgian Bowling Federation. 
26. Prizes are paid to the winners after the finals on Sunday (after publication of the results), or 

when not present paid to the bank account provided by the winners. 
27. In all cases not provided in these rules the organizing committee shall take a final decision 

without appeal. 
 


